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What is your best tip for 
buying vintage online?
My advice: know what you’re 
looking for. I navigate by designer 
and try to be specific. I’m usually 
searching for pieces that have 
eluded me in the past – things  
I wanted but missed. There are 
some Margiela boots that have  
a sock on top of them – I’m 
looking for those. 

How do you stop vintage 
pieces looking like a costume? 
I feel like shoes can always 
modernise any look, even if it’s  
a complete throwback to a 
certain decade. I have a Forties 
blazer that I’m really into right 
now and I wear it with cropped 
jeans and white leather boots.  
I like to refer to them as 
time-traveller outfits.

What is your ‘getting dressed’  
morning routine? 
I start with my iPad’s weather app. 
My boyfriend leaves the house 
before I do – so I ask him almost 
every day, “Is it cold out?” He 
always replies with a diligent 
answer like, “It’s T-shirt and coat 
weather.” He’s very helpful.

Is there a piece of clothing 
that you’re very attached to?
Not that I wear, but in my closet  
I have a jacket that Linda Manz 
wore in the movie Out Of The 
Blue. It has Elvis on the back and 
it’s embroidered. I bought it off 
her when we worked together 
[on art film Gummo]. If that  
ever got lost, it would be a big 
disappointment because that film 
and her performance meant so 
much to me as a young person.

What’s your favourite 
high-street store?
I wear Marks & Spencer 
underwear. They do  
full cotton Eighties-
style bikini underwear 
and each time I go  
to London, I buy five 
packs. I have been 
wearing them for 
20-something years.

Which of your red 
carpet looks have 
you loved the most?
The violet dress I wore 
when I won at the 
Golden Globes [in 
2010 for Best 
Supporting Actress  
for Big Love] – it was 
Valentino and it swayed 
around me when I walked. 
At last year’s Met Gala  
I wore Simone Rocha and  
my hair was magical. It was  
all big rockabilly rolls and  
so beautiful. 

Do you give yourself a limit to 
spend on fashion?
I’m pretty frugal. Right now,  
there’s a vintage Chanel suit  
I keep looking at that is $1,200 
[£925], which is a really big 
purchase for me. The dress needs 
reworking but I feel it could have 
good re-sale potential. But I rarely 
break the $500 [£385] mark 
which is conservative for an 
actress. I will never spend 
£10,000 on anything.

Find Chloë Sevigny’s personally 

curated selection from Vestiaire 

Collective’s vintage archive at 

vestiairecollective.com
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Happy SHopper: 

CHloë SeVIgny IS your 
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Famous for her love of vintage clothing,  
actress Chloë Sevigny shares her best  
pre-loved sartorial advice with Stylist


